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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
This invention provides a protective cap for attach 

ment to the top of a high-pressure gas cylinder, or the 
like, and is embodied as upper and lower members with 
a substantial opening adjacent the bottom of the upper 
member, and two members mating along an inclined edge 
extending upwardly from the bottom of this opening to 
a hinge at the top of the inclination so that the top, 
or upper member, is pivotally mounted upon the lower 
member. The lower member is adapted to be attached, 
as by threaded engagement, onto the top of a gas cylinder, 
and a latch is provided for holding the two members of 
the cap together. 

It is conventional in the storage, shipping and utiliza 
tion of high-pressure gases to employ thiclowalled cylin 
drical tanks or cylinders, as they are commonly termed, 
to contain the gas at high pressure. Particularly in the 
?eld of welding are these gas cylinders widely employed. 
Such a conventional cylinder normally has a generally 
cylindrical shape with a ?at bottom and a smaller top 
diameter whereat the gas valve is located. This valve of 
the cylinder is conventionally protected by a threaded 
cap, screwed upon the top of the cylinder to protect the - 
valve during shipping and storage. These cylinders are 
re-usable; and, consequently, extensively handled during 
shipping and storage. Although gas cylinders of the above 
noted type are generally employed with a large variety 
of gases, particular attention is invited to the use thereof 
with oxygen which ?nds wide applicability both in in 
dustry and medicine. 

In connection with conventional gas cylinders adapted 
to contain gases under high pressure, the present inven 
tion provides an improvement in the protective cap there 
for. More speci?cally, the present invention removes the 
prior art difficulty of threading and unthreading the 
protective cap from a gas cylinder, so as to, thus, mate 
rially reduce the time and effort required in utilizing gas 
cylinders. It is to be appreciated that protection of the 
gas cylinder valve during storage and shipping, as well 
as during utilization under certain circumstances, is quite 
necessary. Any damage to this valve could allow high 
pressure gas to escape from the cylinder with disastrous 
results, or, at least, cause considerable dif?culty in utiliz 
ing the gas Within the cylinder. It is furthermore noted 
in this respect that, inasmuch as a number of manufac 
turers produce gas cylinders, the protective caps thereof 
are not interchangeable, inasmuch as some are of dif~ 
ferent sizes than others; and, not all protective caps have 
the same thread thereon for threaded engagement with 
the top of the cylinder. Because of this non-uniformity, 
di?iculty is often encountered in replacing the protective 
cap from an empty cylinder, as the proper cap may well 
have become misplaced or lost during the period in which 
the cylinder is in use. A further disadvantage of conven 
tional gas‘cylinder caps lies in the time and di?iculty 
often encountered in cap removal. Although this difficulty 
is apparent in industry, it is even more important in the 
?eld of medicine wherein extremely rapid access to high 
pressure oxygen in a new cylinder, for example, may be 
very important under emergency circumstances. It is com 
monly accepted that su?icient difficulty is involved in 
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opening a new cylinder of oxygen that a mechanic, or 
the like, is necessary. In actuality the threaded engage 
ment of conventional protective caps with gas cylinders 
normally requires a considerable amount of physical 
strength to unscrew the cap for use of the cylinder; and, 
thus, a nurse, for example, is often entirely unable to 
remove this protective cap without assistance. 
The present invention provides an improved hinged cap 

construction which positively protects the cylinder valve 
at all times; and, yet, which may be moved out of cover 
ing relationship with the cylinder valve for attachment 
of appropriate gauges and lines thereto, in the preferred 
embodiment illustrated herein, for maintaining the cap 
in normally closed position during removal of gas from 
the cylinder. The cap hereof may also automatically‘ 
return to closed position, wherein the valve is fully 
protected, but is yet to be connected to outlet lines, or 
the like. The improved cylinder cap of the present inven~ 
tion requires only simple unlatching and simple pivoting 
by wrist action to make the cylinder valve available. 
Furthermore, the spring hinge of the present invention 
provides for maintaining the cap locked in closed, pro 
tective position during utilization of the gas cylinder. 
This, then, not only provides the above-noted advantages, 
but, furthermore, prevents the loss or misplacement of 
the protective cap which need never be removed from 
the cylinder. ' 

Considering now the present invention in connection 
with a single preferred embodiment thereof, reference 
is made to the accompanying drawing wherein: 
FIGURE 1 is a side-elevational view of a gas cylinder 

cap in accordance with the present invention, and illus 
trating in dash lines the attachment of gas gauges; 
FIGURE 2 is a front-elevational view of the cap of 

FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a side-elevational view of the cap at 

tached to a gas cylinder and pivoted into open position 
for valve operation; and, 
FIGURE 4 is an elevational view of the cap hinge of 

the present invention. 
Referring now to the illustrated embodiment of the 

present invention, it will be seen to be shown in FIGURE 
1 a protective cap 11, having a hollow, generally cylin 
drical upper portion 12 and a lower cylindrical portion 13 
that may be internally threaded as indicated by 14. Inter 
mediate the upper and lower cap portions 12 and 13, the 
cap may be bellied outwardly, somewhat as illustrated at 
16, to afford additional internal space for a valve of the 
gas cylinder, although this intermediate portion may also 
be cylindrical as an extension of the upper portion 12. 
The present invention provides for division of this pro 
tective cap 12 into two separate portions. denominated by 
the numeral 17 and 18 in the drawings. This division is 
accomplished by a cut 19 diagonally across the cap as 
illustrated in the drawing. This separation or dividing 
line 19 extends across the cylindrical cap at an angle 
with a hinge 21 connecting the upper and lower cap por 
tion 17 and 18 at the upper end of the cut 19. The upper 
portion 17 of the cap may have a side cutout 22 as illus 
trated in FIGURE 2 so that pressure gauges 23 may be 
connected ‘to a cylinder valve 24 within the cap while 
the cap is closed. it is to be appreciated that the valve 
and the gauges form no part of the present invention; 
however, the protective cap hereof does cooperate there 
with in such a manner that the cap may be closed during 
release of gas from a cylinder upon which the cap is 
disposed. 

Considering somewhat further the application of the 
present invention, it will be noted from FIGURE 3 that 
the cap 11 is affixed to the top of a gas cylinder 26 as‘ 
by threaded engagement with the top thereof or, alterna 
tively, by some type of bayonet lock or the like, as 
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desired. conventionally, gas cylinders are provided with 
a threaded top having a valve 24 extending upwardly 
therefrom. The cap 11 of the present invention is secured 
to the top of the cylinder about the cylinder valve 24, so 
as to provide for complete protection for this valve at 
all times. This protection is particularly important during 
shipping, handling and storage of the gas cylinder, for 
inadvertent, forceable contact of the cylinder valve with 
other objects, such as another cylinder, might render the 
valve inoperative or, even worse, might break off the 
valve so as to allow high-pressure gas to escape from the 
cylinder. With the cap secured upon the cylinder, the 
valve 24 is fully protected, for the cap hereof is normally 
maintained in closed position, i.e., the upper portion 17 
rests upon the lower portion 18 in the manner illustrated 
in FIGURES 1 and 2. The relatively small opening 22 in 
the upper portion of the cap is not large enough to com 
prise any danger to the cylinder valve. This opening 22, 
is however, arranged for alignment with the outlet of 
the cylinder valve. 

In accordance with the present invention, there is addi 
tionally provided means for maintaining the upper por 
tion 17 of the cap in a normal, closed position. This may 
be accomplished in a variety of ways and a positive 
locking is preferably provided by a small latch 31 dis 
posed interiorly of the cap adjacent the opening 22 and 
operable therethrough. In addition to this positive latch 
31, the cap of the present invention is provided with the 
spring-loaded hinge 21 which locks with the upper and 
lower portions of the cap together. 

Referring to FIGURE 4, there is illustrated the cap 
hinge of the present invention, and it will be seen by 
reference thereto that the hinge includes upper and lower 
hinge plates 41 and 42, respectively, with alternately 
hooked interlocking portions thereof de?ning a transverse 
cylindrical chamber within which is disposed a hinge 
pin 43. This hinge pin has a ?anged end ‘34, and at least 
one laterally protuding lug 46 disposed longitudinally 
of the pin as illustrated. The hinge is spring loaded by 
means of a spring 47 compressed between the pin ?ange 
44 and one end of the hinge plates. An additional spring 
48 is maintained in compression between a hinge por 
tion and the pin or lug 46. With regard to operation of 
this hinge, it will be appreciated that the springs 47 and 
48 urge the hinge pin to the left; and, as shown, the 
hooked portions of the hinge plates 41 and 42 are slotted 
at 49 and 51 to receive the hinge pin lugs 46 as they 
are urged into the slot by the spring action. in this con 
dition, the hinge is locked and the hinge is so arranged 
upon the cap portions 17 and 18 that the hinge-lock 
position is one in which the upper cap portion 17 is 
pivoted closed. In order to move the upper portion 17 
of the cap, it is necessary then to press upon the ?anged 
end 44 of the hinge pin, so as to move the pin lugs 45 
out of the hinge plate slots by compression of the springs 
47 and 48. When the hinge ‘pin is so moved, the upper 
portion 17 of the cap may be rotated, as the hinge is 
free then to move. It is this position which is illustrated 
in FIGURE 3 for the purpose of showing the cap opened 
for attachment of outlet lines and pressure gauges to the 
cylinder valve 24. After such connection is made, the 
top portion 17 of the cap is rotated downwardly at the 
closed position, again covering the valve 24 for full pro 
tection thereof. If desired, the hinge itself, or an alter 
native spring member, may be employed to normally 
urge the upper cap portion 17 downwardly into closed 
position; however, it has been found, at least for many 
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applications of the present invention, that connection 
and disconnection of elements to the cylinder valve are 
most easily accomplished if the upper cap portion remains 
open, i.e., upwardly pivoted without the necessity of 
holding it there. 

It will be seen from the foregoing that the ‘protective 
cap of the present invention is easily operated for attach 
ment of gauges and lines to the cylinder valve, and 
operation of the cylinder valve for releasing gas from 
the cylinder or cutting off the release of gas therefrom. 
Only gentle ?nger pressure on the ?anged end of the 
hinge pin is necessary to release the upper portion of 
the protective cap so that it may be pivoted out of the 
way for connection of outlet lines and gauges to the 
cylinder valve; and, following this operation, the cap 
may be rotated back into protective relationship with this 
valve. Under no circumstances of use is it necessary to 
unscrew or unlock the protective cap from the gas cylin 

during use of the cylinder. This, then, obviates the 
prior art di?'iculties of unscrewing the cap, as by means 
of a large wrench or the like, and possible damage to 
the valve threads upon cap removal. It also precludes 
the dii?culties of cap misplacement or loss and materially 
simpli?es the entire operation of gas cylinder utilization, 
at the same time retaining all of the desirable features 
of gas cylinder valve protection. 

Although the present invention has been described 
above in connection with a single preferred embodiment 
thereof, it is to be understood that numerous variations 
and modi?cations therein are possible. It is, thus, not 
intended to limit the present invention to the precise 
terms of the foregoing description or details of illustra 
tion, but, instead, reference is made to the appended 
claims for a complete de?nition of the true scope of the 
present invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An improved protective cap for high-pressure gas 

cylinders comprising a lower hollow cylindrical member 
having open ends, the bottom end of said lower member 
having threaded means for attachment to the ‘top of a 
gas cylinder and the top end thereof being inclined at 
a slant to the axis of the lower member, an integral 
upper hollow cylindrical member disposed atop the 
lower member and having a closed top end and an in 
clined bottom end mating with the inclined top end of 
the lower member, said upper member having a side 
opening adjacent the lower portion thereof, hinge means 
joining said upper and lower members at the uppermost 
engagement of the two members, and latch means dis 
posed within the cap positively engaging said upper and 
lower members thereof and releasably locking said mem 
bers together. 

2. The protective cap of claim 1 further de?ned by 
said hinge means having a pair of hinge plates connected 
one to each cap part, and a spring loaded hinge pin 
extending through interlocking hinge plates exteriorly of 
said cap parts and at least one lateral lug thereon ?tting 
into a hinge plate slot in spring positioned pin location 
for releasably locking said hinge in unpivoted cap part 
orientation. 
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